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Introduction
The Internet is currently shifting towards a social and economical infrastructure, which needs to be operated in a reliable and efficient way, and thus whose characteristics should be measurable. For example, a statistical perspective of global traffic flows has been considered as an important key to network management, e.g., configuration, provisioning and traffic engineering. Nonetheless, it is expensive or sometime difficult to measure statistics of each flow directly (although some researches try it by capturing and analyzing raw traffic data at some routers in a network, e.g., [6] ). Therefore, it is of practical importance to infer unobservable statistical characteristics of individual flows from characteristics of the aggregated-flows that are easily measured at some points in the network.
In this paper, we propose a new approach to infer characteristics of each flow from given characteristics of the aggregated-flows. We regard a "flow" as a series of (some kind of) packets from an origin node to a destination node. Here we intend that a "node" does not correspond to a single host but to a large set of hosts (i.e., a network or a set of networks), and thus a "flow" is not related to source-destination IP addresses directly but to a partial topological structure of routing paths in a network under a fixed routing scheme. Let us consider flows ½ , ¾ , .., Ô , and directed-links Ð ½ , Ð ¾ , .., Ð Õ . Each link Ð is associated with a set of flows where all (and only) flows in the set pass through the link Ð . The problem is to infer characteristics of each flow ( ½ Ô) from measurement of the aggregated-flow at the link Ð (½ Õ).
The arrival rate (the average number of arriving traffic bytes or packets in an interval) is a typical example of flow characteristics. The inference for arrival rates is known as the origin-destination (OD) traffic matrix problem. Originally, the OD traffic matrix problem is to infer unobservable OD flow traffic volume (byte counts) from the link traffic volume (byte counts) measured at some routers' interfaces, and several researches studied this problem (e.g., [3] , [4] and [5] ). They assume that all OD byte counts are modeled by independent normal (or Poisson) distributions, and are iid over successive measurement time-intervals or something like that. Then they used the EM method to calculate the maximum likelihood estimators for parameters of the models, which perform well for flows having relative large traffic volume.
Our approach is different from the above approach. It is based on the same principle as a general framework we previously proposed for inferring network-internal (i.e., link) characteristics from given end-to-end path characteristics ( [1] ), which can be regarded as a generalization and extension of [2] . We infer characteristics (occurrence probabilities of some discrete states) of each flow from correlation among characteristics of aggregated-flows at different links with an arbitrary network (routing) topology.
As concerns the case of inferring the arrival rates, we infer a discrete distribution of the number of arriving packets in an interval. Our method is applicable to models with gen-eral distributions that cannot be captured by normal-based parametric models. Moreover the computational cost is less than the above existing approach (using the EM method). On the other hand, our method requires that the number of arrivals in an interval should sometime take ¼. Therefore, in this paper, instead of the inference for the arrival rate of the whole traffic, we focus especially on the inference for the arrival rate of some kind of special packets, where by "special" we mean that such packets do not always arise in each measurement interval. Of course, this condition is relative to the scale of measurement periods, and thus a very short measurement period allows us to infer the arrival rates of the whole traffic. However, our intention is to infer some events with an irregular distribution, which is not covered by the existing methods for the OD traffic matrix inference. For example, we intend to infer the arrival rates of (some kind of) ICMP packets, or packets with (some kind of) IP options. Other end-to-end events related to TCP or application layers can be regarded as targets of our method if routers count such events. It is expected that the dynamics of such special events on each flow often indicate useful information, e.g., detection of anomalous congestion, malicious activities, or deployment of some optional functions.
Note that to count such events (passages of such packets) is quite easier than to record or classify the sourcedestination IP addresses of the arriving packets. Furthermore, since a "flow" we mention here is related to a topological structure of routing paths, it is not always easy to map the source-destination IP addresses of the arriving packet to the flow to which the packet belongs. In addition, we need to treat cases that source IP addresses are not reliable (e.g., watching malicious packets).
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec.2 describes a general model of flows, links, aggregatedflows, and characteristics of flows to be inferred. Sec.3 explains how to apply our inference method to inferring arrival rates of packets with some examples . Sec.4 shows simulation results. Finally Sec.5 concludes this work.
General model
According to the framework in [1] , we define a general model for our inference method.
Links and flows
Let us consider a directed-graph consisting nodes (vertexes) and directed-links (edges), and flows on the graph. Each flow is a series of some kind of packets from an origin node to a destination node along a fixed sequence of directed-links without a loop. We call a set of flows passing through the same link by an aggregated-flow. . Note that Ê Ê Ế µ . We denote a set consisting of all passing-link sets by ¡:
for Ê ¾ ¡, we define "distinguishable flow" Ê as a set Ê Ê Ế µ Ê of flows. In other words, we label each (distinguishable) flow by its passing-link set Ê. We also denote a set consisting all "distinguishable flow"s by ¡ £ .
In what follows, we use a term "flow" as a "distinguishable flow". 
Characteristics of flows to be inferred
We define some notations to describe characteristics of a flow and a set of flows as follows. 3 Inference method for arrival rates
¯ÅÅÅ ¼ ½ Å
: A set of integers that represents states related to characteristic of a flow or of a set of flows.
General description
We explain how to infer the arrival rates of packets on each flow. Let Ì be a measurement period, and ´ Hereafter, we consider cases in which relation (1) 
where Ý´Êµ´Ñµ is defined in the previous section.
For a sufficient large Ò, we can estimate Ý Ð´Ñ µ (resp. Ý Ð½ Ð¾´Ñ µ) as Ý Ð´Ñ µ (resp. Ý Ð½Ð¾´Ñ µ): 
Examples
We provide some examples in Fig.2 . For (I) in As mentioned previously, there exist similar estimators. For example, in the above derivation of an estimation for Ü , we also have an estimator for Ü , and so for Ü (Ü ´Ñµ Ü ´Ñµ Ü ´Ñ ½µ). Another estimator for Ü can be derived from a simple relation: Ü ´Ñµ Ý´ µ´Ñµ Ý ´¼µ. Fig.2 (modeled by (II) in Fig.1 ), we measure aggregated-flows at three routers , and , and can obtain, Ý ´Ñµ Ý ´Ñµ Ý ´Ñµ Ý ´Ñµ Ý ´Ñµ and Ý ´Ñµ for ¼ Ñ Å . Since the number of flows is greater than that of links, (1) is not solvable. In the same manner as the previous example, we infer Ü (from Ý , Ý and Ý ) , Ü Ü Before ending this section, we note that to infer arrival rates as the number of arriving bytes (instead of arriving packets), we need to round the number of bytes by an adequate bin size that depends on acceptable cost and required accuracy.
For (II) in

Simulation
We examine two examples shown in Fig.2 by using Ò× (The Network Simulator -ns-2 [7] ). We dispatch a series of pings (i.e., ICMP echo request packets) as a target (i.e., to be inferred) flow, and a series of TCP packets as background traffic. We employ three types of distributions of interval time between adjacent pings: (U) uniform distribu- In all figures, we do not see particular differences in inference accuracy among three types of distributions of ping intervals. In case (I), inference seems quite stable and accurate (Fig.4) . On the other hand, in case (II) with Ì ½ , although the inferred values roughly track the real values, we see inaccuracy and slow convergence with instability ( Fig.5) , where we try to infer arrival rates of six individual flows from observation of only three aggregated-flows. Case (II) with Ì ¼ verifies that a shorter measurement period makes better stability and accuracy (Fig.6 ).
Concluding remarks
In this paper, we have presented a new approach to inferring statistical characteristics (occurrence probabilities of discrete states) of each flow from given characteristics of the aggregated-flows. By this approach, the distribution of the number of packets arriving to each flow (in a measurement interval) can be inferred from measurement of the aggregated-flows at some links (interfaces of routers). Although our method requires some condition on dynamics of arrivals, it is applicable to general distributions that cannot be captured by existing methods based on normal-based parametric models. Furthermore, our method is computationally light-weight, which makes real-time estimations feasible. We have provided some examples and shown simulation results, which indicate potential of our approach.
For development and deployment of practical methods based on the approach proposed in this paper, we have many issues to examine and solve in actual networks, such as, reliability (limitation), distributed measurements, and scalability. Our method may also require additional functions to current routers in order to count some events in a short interval. However, this paper has provided a starting point to establish a novel method for efficient inference of flow characteristics, which is useful and valuable for management of actual networks.
